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░ ABSTRACT: With increased penetration of renewables since last decade has evolved measures from the regulator for
robust distribution network mostly catering to residential load. With increasing future demand of commercial and industrial load
(CIL) due to aspiring GDP growth and insistence of popular governments to encourage renewable use, large chunk of the CIL will
be served by renewables. So increasing the robustness alone on the renewable supply side will be in vain unl ess effective Demand
response with rationalized tariff system for CIL which is more profitable energy market than subsidized residential tariff in India
.The present method employed for clustering and classifying Load profile of CIL loads with wild swings will impede effective
demand response implementation due to tariff cartelization in favor of not so popular energy systems. The method of GF-HOG
technique with SVM will adopt cluster and classification of pattern of Load profiles for better recognition generated out from
large CIL data. This will help produce more vibrant tariff structure for effective CIL load management. The algorithms were
tested on a local network which 70% -30 % of load in favor of CIL and found to generate better DR.
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░ 1. INTRODUCTION
THE development of the electrical power distribution policy
makers offer distribution companies fresh area of evaluating
rationalized prices, for different types of consumers. For the
effective tariff mechanism, the
electricity buyer’s
categorization is based upon the type of customer (viz.
residential, commercial and industrial) are sparsely correlated
to the actual electrical consumption providing distorted image
of load profiles distribution [1]. The load profiles of the
customers and clubbing consumers exhibiting similar load
profile is the hallmark of residential load distribution studies
[2], [3]. The customer groups, is divided into major categories
i.e. residential, commercial and industrial, Inside each
category, fresh clustering and classification can be identified
by their actual loading patterns of the consumers. A residential
load customer, the load behavior for a specific loading
condition refer to as Targeted Load profile(TLP) They can be
produced by averaging the load data monitored from the Load
dispatch center for a period 15 minutes to 30 minutes of
measurements of load. The 24-hour load profile data are
normalized and few numbers of clustering methods have been
used in the previous literature building load profile, traditional
Website: www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in

statistical clustering methods [1], [4][5][6][7], fuzzy logic and
neural networks [6], [8][9][10][11], The clustering will create
formation of the load patterns suitable for residential load.
Each pattern is created with load patterns of optimal number
of clusters with smallest variance during classification.
However, since the Load pattern required for commercial and
industrial load profiling offer large swing of load due to
intermittent industrial and commercial load operations so
proper classification and clustering with traditional methods
will cause irrational tariff structure and weird DR, various
types of clustering methods have been investigated for
accurate classification of customer load profile of wild
swinging CIL with shortlisted substation servicing load mix
which is predominantly CIL type From the initial set of TLPs
(Target Load Profiles) three clustering algorithms i.e., Kmeans, fuzzy hierarchical clustering, and Summon maps are
adopted. This implies applications of classical statistical
clustering techniques [1, 4, 5, 7, 6], fuzzy logic [8] [9] [10],
and neural networks [10, 11]. Every profile is created on
account of time averaged load (KW) profiles in the same class
and each activity class of industrial and commercial load and
may be Target Load Profile of the class. The TLPs used in
clustering and classification methods are normalized, the load
cluster centroids cannot provide two-dimensional clustering.
The data point is always marked to the nearest center, the
above said techniques were not able to find load clusters other
than spherical clusters [7]. Which always remain typical for
the clustering requirement of this type of commercial and
industrial load distribution. Industrial load requires the load
profile in 2D form with different class of customer and
different classes of activities within it as Load profile. With
wild swing in the above profiles for hard loads, the model load
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profiles (MLP’s) based on conventional clustering and
classification approach will nonlinear quadratic with large
statistical errors.
1.1 Contribution to clustering solution for effective
de mand response of commercial and industrial load
(a)
Firstly For large distribution-based data vis load
profile data points, clustering with strongly overlapping peaks
like the case discussed above, The realization of TLP’s load
data points are the mix of kernel probability distribution
functions (PDF) [8]; 2D distribution of Gradient density
distribution subjected to Euclidian distance over the kernel
.The precision of these techniques depends on the accuracy of
probability of the template to represent data.. The cluster
centers with a higher local density surrounded with lower local
density in the neighborhood. The edge detection of these
densities leads to Gradient distribution. Each data point, two
quantities of density and gradients are computed: its density ρi
and its distance δ i from high density point and their gradients.
They depend on the distances δ ij between high density data
points, which satisfies the equality.
(b)
Density estimation techniques provide an accurate
estimate of a observable PDF based on an illustrated collection
of time averaged load data [1] , [2], [3] ,[4] . The gradient
density functions obtained are known as (GF_HOG) Gradient
Function of histogram of oriented gradients and are used to
find, swing detection in Targeted Load profile (TLP) [10] [11].
The method developed in [12] [13] with effective application
of GF-HOG [15] supported by Kernel PCA(K-Principal
Component Analysis) and Support Vector Mechanism(SVM)
for detecting sketch based high swinging high density
distribution
(c)
The GF-HOG are primarily employed for pattern
recognition techniques [6, 24]. The approaches provided in
[19, 1] demonstrate an HOG application in association with
support vector machines [20] for identifying probability
density cluster image of 2D. In [10], Gradient Field HOG ( GFHOG) is applied to retrieval of sketch-based image the density
of is taken as a probability function over a 2D domain, and the
density distribution in 1D-PCA and gradients as 1D –PCA or
edge detection PCA with SVM is used as the feature identifier
to describe the wild swing in CIL load.

░ 2. PAPER STRUCTURE
Section (3) will review of advance clustering and classification
techniques to find suitable method for CIL load clustering in
2D.
Section (4) In K-medoids method, K value it is calculated as
distance within data points. In the mean shift technique, is
used to detect only spherical load clusters which seems
unlikely in commercial and Industrial Load (CIL) load
clustering in 2D and to find automatically correct number of
clusters.
Section (5) will explore the popular concept used in the
density estimation, these gradient density functions which are
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referred as GF-HOG which are primarily used for pattern
recognition likely to be used in this research work for
detecting distributed density gradient images of CIL Load [12]
[13]. The approaches adopted in [14] [15] demonstrate an
application of HOG for detecting wild swings in non-circular
CIL load density images in 2D. In the lately published article
[16], These HOG’s are called the GF-HOG which are used
primarily for sketch-based image retrieval seems ideally suited
for detection of CIL load clusters. The 2D GF-HOG will
reconstructed to 1D Gradient PCA vector and 1D Density
distribution PCA vector with non-vanishing Eigen values.
Section (6) we provide experimental result to validate the GFHOG use in feature extraction of Gradient density distribution
images obtained from CIL loads. Clusters. The present work
was inspired by recent work on application of pattern
recognition to quantum supremacy [17] [18] [19]. This method
basically used for density determination and gradient feature
extraction from the images created out from substation data.

░ 3.

ADVANCE CLUSTERING AND
CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
3.1 Substation load profile 2D data distribution has three
major steps.
Step 1: The substation metered load profiles data are mined for
two features (1) data density and (2) feature and shape
extraction which uses normalization for shape data only.
Substations are grouped as per the TLP’s shape, producing
load cluster images using various iterative algorithms. An
average normalized template, load shape of TLP within load
group, to represent the overall load profile shape from the
substations metered data with each cluster for metered over
days.
Step 2: The relationship between fixed retrieved data and these
developed clusters of substations is characterized. A
classification method uses the multinomial Logical Regression
model. It can mark on the HOG plot undetected substations
metered data to each cluster with a probability completely
based on the fixed data. This is imitable by time periods and
unknown areas, for which real-time metered load (KW) data.
Step 3: The normalized vectors will be scaled up by suitable
Eigen value to load magnitude density distribution vectors and
shape vectors. For unmonitored substations, the actual scaling
process is sometimes used to estimate peak loads distribution
as bright spots in the images meant for feature extraction.

░ 4. CLOSE COMPARATIVE STUDIES
4.1 K-Means clustering technique
In Low Voltage networks servicing CIL loads cannot be
classified into micro categories, the clustering handles large
volume of intermittently swinging and sometimes wildly
varying meter data through the study period [25]. It cannot do
assessment of the optimal clusters number. Number of Cluster
were investigated in terms of the dissimilarity within each
group but cannot converge for largely fluctuating CIL. The
difference in the cluster is identified by the sum of Euclidian
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error between substation metered load profiles within CIL
groups. With a smaller number of clusters, the targeted set will
be at the centroid. The Euclidian distance of all clusters is
calculated as the error and the primary disadvantage of this
approach is its inability to scale and iteratively convergent
solution for deciding precise number of clusters with large fix
of CIL loads, So more effective and traditional techniques like
histograms used for pattern recognition ,which can compute
the densities and gradient of different shapes called as
Histogram of Gradients (GF-HOG), by smoothing the image,
and computing the gradient and binning the resulting
gradients can be useful to cluster and classify CIL Loads.. For
the discrete N samples of Set S, it is important to know the
faster rate of convergence of Eigen values of the proposed
density estimation vector for GF-HOG method. For the kernel
density estimators and the histograms used for shape vector
estimation [14, 15], the convergence rates are the expected
value (N samples size) of the square of the error between the
computed and the true PDF’s and are equal to be O(N-1/ 3) and
O (N-3/5) [17],[21]
4.2 Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) for classification
within the cluster groups
Logistic regression is used to predict categorical dependent
variable y, outcome is used here to produce classification tools
[26]. The independent variables (template) and the dependent
variable x (Load clusters), the regression coefficients will
produce probability of outcomes by logistic function expressed
in (5)
(5)
Where z = {zi1, zi2, ……zim} is set of fixed independent
variables bk= {b1k ….. b mk}are constant of regressions P(y=1) :
Probability of the substation to remain in the first cluster.
The result of equation (5) is between 0 and 1, For N number of
clusters (MLR), multinomial logistic regression is used to
define the relationship between z values and P(y) membership
values. For N clusters, the model will give N-1 logistic
regression equations and probability of metered data assigned
to a cluster that can be determined by (6) and (7).

(6)

(7)
A substation meter data assigned to the cluster with highest
probability. We can able to develop an estimate of simple
mean-shift. The approach will provide observations about a
point and related to the density gradient. A simple
modification provides k-nearest neighbor estimate of meanshift class. This is same as Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry’s
[11] estimate of k-nearest neighbor density, where within
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number of observations do not change, but the other estimates
the volume of region remain same
4.3 Density Gradient Estimation
In issues related to pattern recognition, probability density
function (PDF) is known in greater details. Limited
information about density function, nonparametric techniques
is used to obtain density gradient estimates. The nonparametric
density estimates as discussed in Cacoullos’ [5] Kernels of
multivariate problems of Parzen’s [4] univariate kernel
estimates.is is possible n-dimensional space.
Let X (n) are N independent n-dimensional random vectors
identically. Kernel density estimators of multivariate type as
PN(X) = (Nhn)-1
functions satisfying

where K(x) is the scalar

Sup[k(Y)]<inf
Y€ Rn
(8)
(9)

(10)

░ 5. CLUSTER REPRESENTED USING
NON-PARAMETRIC 2D DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION IMAGES
Clusters having irregular shapes detected based on densities of
data points. In density-based clustering of noise [11], density
threshold is chosen, which discards noise as the points in
regions of densities where threshold is greater, it assigns the
data point to different clusters as outliers This drawback is not
present in the mean-shift method of clustering [10, 11] is
choosing an appropriate threshold. For a chosen group of M
customers, each targeted Load Profile (TLP) of CIL load is
characterized by a vector
,
where H represents time-domain data time intervals of 15 min,
30 min, representing the Target Load Profile [1]. The whole
set of data is X = { xm with m =1,2,3,4 ….M} . The clustering
process associates the initial M Target Load Profile (TLP) to
customer classes, with each cluster represented as X k C X
contains nk TLPs, for k= 1,2,3, 4.K. Let us further call c k, as
the component vector having the centroid of the cluster There
set of points representing density distribution function. That
converge to a maximum this method is useful for finding nonspherical clusters. [10], it is useful to find non spherical
clusters and to calculate number of clusters. The cluster
centers are defined, as maxima of the density of data points.
The algorithm converges to cluster centers which are
surrounded by lower local density neighbors and have large
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distance from few points of higher local density. For every
data point, we find two quantities: δi as its distance from
points of higher density and ρi as its local density. It depends
on the distances δ ij (the distance between data points) , satisfies
the Euclidian criterion. The density ρi of data point can be
found as

(11)
δc is a cutoff distance and ρi is equal to density of point
distribution. The algorithmic only take as input, relative
magnitude of ρi in different points. The choice of critical
distance is key.is key for large data sets for the results to be
robust with respect to δi which is the distance between any
point and other point of higher density the highest density
points, we represent δi = max (dij). The δi is larger than nearest
neighbor distance only for points which are global and are
density local maxima. The cluster centers are identified as data
points with large δij. These observations, which, is illustrated
by the simple example in Figure 1A. Solved using Euclidean
distance
framework
described
below
illustrated
diagrammatically by Figure 1B shows 29 points embedded
The Euclidean distance is used to measure different types of
distances represented as follows
(1) Distance between the vectors with H components

Figure 1: 2D representation. (A)Distribution of points... (B) Data
Decision graph (C) different clusters represented with Different
colors

(12)
(2) The distance calculated between the vector y and each of
M members of set X i.e. Vector-to-set distance,

(13)
the mean distance of members xq the set (for Q members) and
yi of set Y (for J members) The algorithm can be run
iteratively for unlimited number of clusters with all TLP data
accommodated in single image of density distribution clusters
(1) X axis represents ρ (2) Y axis represents δ
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(12)

(13)
Intuitive interpretation of (13) is a mean shift of the measure
of weighted the observations about the point X. The mean
samples of the weighted shifts are taken as estimate of
gradient. This will give the kernel function is of the form
(14)
Figure 2: Images of point distributions. (A) The probability
distribution. The regions with lowest density (B) Probability
distributions for 5000 and 3000 sample points, respectively. Points
are marked with different color according to the cluster. (E) The
decision graphs, with colored centers of cluster.

5.2 Theoretical interpretation of the images obtained
The density distribution images represented in twodimensional space distribution as shown in Figure 2. Then the
maximum density is found at various points, which are centers
of clusters. Figure 1B, the plot of ρi as a function of δi,
mentioned as decision graph. The δ values of points 8 and 9,
of same values of ρ, is different: Point 10 remains in cluster
group of point 1, but higher ρ points are closest to cluster, but
the neighborhood of high density point 9 belongs to different
cluster. The only high δ and high ρ points are the centers of
clusters. Points 25, 26, 27 are, outliers. When the cluster
centers are found, other points are representing the same
cluster as nearby points of highest cluster density. The cluster
allocation is achieved in a single step, compared to other
clustering and classification algorithms where objectivity is
optimized iteratively [3, 7]. In clustering, it is also useful to
asses reliability of an assignment. The approaches are obtained
by function optimization [2, 8], and convergence is a natural
defined measure.
5.3 Special kernel functions for identification non-regular
density distribution
The 2D density distribution clusters are investigated using two
components (1) Density (2) Density gradients by retaining
Hessians functions at each point of the clusters and extracting
one dimensional feature vector for easy identification used
depending upon its prudence. The density gradient estimates
do normally have kernel functions for gradient estimation.
This result offers intuitive estimate for the density gradient
mean shift. It can be expanded to a K nearest- neighbor
approach in gradient estimation as discussed Loftsgaarden and
Quesenberry’s [11] extension of kernel density estimates.
5.4 Mean-Shift gradient estimates
The kernel Gaussian function is often the differentiable kernel
function of multivariate type which satisfies the conditions for
consistency of estimates of density gradient. The kernel stating
probability Gaussian density function with zero mean with
covariance matrix stated as
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(15)
Where

(16)
C is the constant for normalizing required to integrate the
kernel function to 1. This kernel function can satisfy the
conditions for consistency of the estimate of gradient and
similar to the kernel stated in Epanechnikov [lo]. By putting
(15) in (17), we compute the gradient in (18)

(17)

(18)

(19)
The volume of the region

and k is the number of TLP data points within Sh(X) and,
Equation (18) provides with estimation of the gradient
estimation process. The last term in (19) is a mean shift od
data points of the observations in S(X) of X.

(20)
If the gradient values are zero, then it represents uniform
density over cluster S(X), the average mean shift is zero with a
nonzero density gradient heading to quick increase in PDF, the
time average data points will align along the direction than
anywhere else in S(X). The mean shift average will head along
the direction and magnitude of the gradient is proportional to
length [13]
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5.5 Gradient Clustering Algorithm
The method of clustering a data points is to assign each data
points to the nearest mode along the direction of the gradient
at that point. One could move each observation with small step
in the direction of gradient and iteratively repeat the process
till denser clusters produces near the modes. The other
approach is to shift each observation by similar amount
proportional to the gradient of the observation point [14]
(21)
(22)
Value of (a) is optimally chosen to obtain convergence. Ndimensional analog can be found putting into the roots of the
equation
(23)
Above equation represents the combined density p(X). The
minima will be the roots of (23), the algorithm resulted from
(22) will move data points away as the gradients moves away
from them. From every iteration, points will move closer to
center. The following two observations are
(1) The step size for the gradient which is same near the
centroid will be lesser than that of farther point. This will
cause data points move far from the centroid and near to
the local minimum which move to the mode quicker.
(2) Gradient normalization is considered if a mean M Gaussian
density and covariance matrix represented as
(24)
(25)
Gaussian density, cluster merged to single point after one
iteration. This will help mix of density problem of which each
component densities which look Gaussian
(3) The normalized gradient, convergence can be achieved as
mean-square sense. [23][29]
(26)
Minimize covariance of our samples with smaller (a) as shown
in (27) & (28),
(27)
(28)
5.6 Complete Gradient Cluster Algorithm
1. Set of n-dimensional vectors as random sample for ndimensional random variable X, which has density
distribution of E as described in Equations (24)-(28).
2. Using the methodology described, he kernels estimator Eˆ*
can be computed.
3.
Taking the clusters particularly to local maxima of Eˆ
function, by transposing those elements in the gradient ∇Eˆ
direction described in Equation (28), with the appropriate step.
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The Gradient Clustering Algorithm, are of classic Newton
method, defined as
For j=1…m and k=0, 1……..k*
(29)
4. Formulate the kernel estimator Eˆ;
5. Identify condition to stop the program (find also number of
steps represented as k*);
6. Initiation of process to create cluster with particular
elements are assigned to set after the last, k* step;
7. Analyze the effect of the values of parameters on obtained
results.

░ 6. HOG FOR CLUSTER TYPE
DETECTION
This section explains feature extraction chain of the 2D
density model functions, which is summarized in Figure 3.
Evaluation of local histograms normalized over image gradient
in a dense grid as described in Section 2 and 3. Similar
features is explained in pattern recognition methods [16, 18,
19, and 20].

Figure 3: Object detection chain and feature extraction block chain

The local density distribution gradients or sometimes called as
edge directions can be characterized by local object
appearance and shape, without having corresponding edge
positions or gradients. Then by splitting the image into
proportional spatial cell and constructing a local 2-D
histogram of density and direction of gradient. This is a
measure of local histogram over larger distributed regions and
to normalize all cells. This is known as 2 D Histogram of
Oriented Gradient (HOG) descriptors. HOG descriptors are
combined with feature vector for conventional SVM classifier
provides detection chain the orientation histograms offer many
precludes [22, 23, 24], but when combined with distributed
histogram and normalized in Lowe’s Scale Invariant Feature
Transformation (SIFT) to precise image matching [30], either
image patch descriptor for matching scale invariant points.
SIFT perform well in this application [30, 31]. “The Shape
Context studied in [32] provides alternative block shapes,
although initially using only edge features without orientation
histogram that makes the representation effective”. The HOG
representation has many advantages. It detects density and
gradient structure that is very unique of local shape, and easily
has controllable invariance. The 2-D histogram is represented,
two parameters of image i.e. one is the image density, which is
denoted and the other is the gradient of the image [6] [15].
6.1 Improved 2D Gradient Histography Image
The 2-D histogram is composed of density image, which is
denoted by f(x, y), and gradient image. For the given function
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f(x, y), the gradient at the location (x, y) is defined as the 2-D
column vector [6]
(48)
For a discrete image representing HOG-GF, This will generate
the gradient which signifies running difference of density over
the horizontal and vertical axis of the image, which is as
follows:

Step 4: Calculating one dimensional PCA using Eigen values
and vector
Coefficients are values are λ= 44.81 λ= 629.11 λ=910.01
Eigen values = -3.75; -0.505; -1.05
Step 5: Sort the eigenvectors with decreasing eigenvalues and
choose eigenvectors of largest eigenvalues to form a d × k
dimensional matrix W.
Eigen values in decreasing order
910.06; 629.11; 44.81

(49)
(50)
Horizontal and vertical gradients effectively can be used to
find combined gradient g(x, y) to find gradient of images as
follows. This will remove noise and outliers from the space for
better image analysis

Eigen vector corresponding to two highest eigenvalues
W=
1.05594 -0.594
0.69108 -0.675
0
0
6.3 HOG-GF image segmentation through 2D Principal
Component Analysis (PCA)

(51)
Each distributed cluster image has its GF pair which consist of
united gradient (G) and density (F) representing density.
Traversing clusters of images, and computing the frequency of
G-F pair is easily possible. If pij is the frequency of G-F pair (i,
j), The cluster density will be represented by

(52)

Figure 4(i)

6.2 Mathematical analysis for retrieving two 1D Principal
Component
Analysis
(PCA)
compone nts
using
Unsupervised Learning Algorithm
The consolidate noise free 2 D images are sorted by
unsupervised algorithm to retrieve two 1D density images of
density and gradient. Following is a sample numerical exercise
solved and can be replicated for large data set of running data
from substations
Step 1: Data Set
Substation Mean data of
Nos
15 minutes
(D1)
1
90
2
90
3
60
4
60
5
30

Mean data of
the next 15
minutes (D2)
60
90
60
60
30

Mean data of
the next 15
minutes (D3)
90
30
60
90
30

Figure 4(ii)
Figure 4: (i) Improved gradient of histogram of 1D PCA histogram
density image; (ii) (a) Improved 1D PCA gradient histogram. (b)
Two dimensional PCA of gradient histogram

6.4 MAD (Mean Average Distance) Model
For 1D histogram, k is considered as threshold segment value
for binary bits. The binary segments, density distribution and
its gradient images are splitted into two classes i.e. of density
and its gradient corresponding to r ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . k} in the
histogram of 1D size [23]

Step 2: Spread it in matrix and compute mean
The mean matrix A = [ 66 60 60]
Step 3: Compute covariance
D1
D2
D3
D1
504
360
180
D2
360
360
0
D3
180
0
720
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(54)

(55)
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Next, we can produce mean absolute deviation on the 1D
histogram, where sample mean is μ, and sample variance is σ
where MAD is Mean Average Distance models in 1D space

[27]. The cluster patterns are obtained from algorithms
described in Section 4.
Sample images – 1 of TLP cluster image constructed and
its ID conversion

(56)
The residential loads, the gradients and densities are same
within one type of image. Unlike in CIL load, 2D histogram
images have density and its gradient, it appears as a Gaussian
curve, and threshold will be the lowest descendent in between
modes. The modes of two images are represented by f(x|μ0,
σ0) and f(x|μ1, σ1),respectively. Each probability of f(x|μ0, σ0)
and f(x|μ1, σ1) is ω0(x) and ω1(x), and the function of the 1-D
histogram is shown as follows [23]:

(a)

(57)
For the optimal threshold is represented as k∗, where k∗
satisfies

(b)

(58)
The mean deviation in absolute of σ 1 and σ0 is shown as
follows:
(c)

(59)

░ 7. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
ANALYSIS
A set of CIL load customers connected to the Medium Voltage
distribution system with reasonable penetration of renewables
having 162 Nos 33KV/411KV 3 Phase AUSGRID NSW Load
dispatch center at Australian State of New South Wales has
been considered [12]. The system was considered due to mix
of residential and nonresidential loads having 75% in favor of
CIL loads with the Target Load Profile (TLP) of a customer is
found by calculating the mean of 15-min interval in a day data
od Load. The original vector space with specific set of data
will then be with magnitude and shape of the TLP which are
closely monitored. The clustering algorithm assigns to each
TLP of every customer to a particular cluster, providing
predominantly without overlapping for all customers. The
Gradient clustering algorithms used require an optimal number
of clusters to be formed. The clusters numbers decrease with
increase in the distance threshold [9], and the shape of the
clusters considering CIL loads remain non-overlapping. Some
indications optimum number of clusters from the view point of
classification may be obtained from cluster density and
gradient cluster function optimization. The best number of
clusters has been found to be the knee of the curve principle
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(d)
Figure 5: (a). Sample marked in Red (b). PCA (Eigen Value) of (c).
PCA of Gradient Distribution Represents of typical CIL Load
densities distribution of the sample marked in Red (d). Covariance
distribution

(i) TLP 1

(iv) TLP 4

(ii) TLP 2

(v) TLP5

(iii) TLP 3

(vi) TLP 6

Figure 6: Images of the clusters formed during 24-hour period of the
day from the Sample images- 1 Clustering results for the HOG-GF
METHOD with K = 6 clusters
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Sample images – 2 extracted from the substation and its ID
conversion

cluster center. However, with increasing fluctuations in the
load pattern with decrease in cluster numbers, every method
adopts a different strategy for load pattern grouping, the
customer partitioning resulting, compute the centroids from
the set of data points. [27][28]

8. CONCLUSION
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: (a). Sample marked in Red (b) PCA of densities
distribution (c). PCA of Gradient Represents of typical CIL Load of
the sample marked in Red Distribution Cluster distribution (d)
Covariance distribution

TLP 1

TLP 2

The distribution service providers use Load clustering
techniques for density distribution of load pattern for
electricity customer classification. The study carried here
emphasize most important aspects for the distribution
companies for the possible use of clustering and Pattern
recognition techniques for gradient density distribution. The
indicative number of CIL load customer classes using the GFHOG method take into consideration the intermittently
turbulent CIL load, even though criteria to find out the best
number of clusters could result in higher values The results of
the clustering quality assessment done in this paper show that
one algorithms—HOG-GF, will give highly detailed isolation
of the clusters, discriminating load patterns which seems
perfectly suited to large swinging CIL Loads. These avenues
provide algorithms will perform classification, by making
customer groups into a number of customer classes
particularly fit for a customer for tariff formation purposes for
CIL loads. The various algorithms are used to distribute the
TLP’s within some clusters and, as such, are less effective for
CIL Load.
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